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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Quilter Labs and Neunaber Audio 
Announce They Are Joining Forces 

Combining skill sets to bring together analog warmth and digital versatility 

IRVINE, CA – January 10, 2023 – (GUITARpr) Quilter Labs and Neunaber Audio have 
come together to offer up the best of analog power circuit and digital signal processing 
musical technology. This union will result in: 

• Wider Domestic and Worldwide Distribution of Neunaber Products 
• Expanded Product Development Capabilities 
• Standardized Logistics and Supply Chain 
• Enhanced Support System 

In a statement, Brian Neunaber said, “I started Neunaber Audio to design products that I 
am truly passionate about, but ultimately, operating a business didn’t leave much time for 
that. By partnering with Quilter Labs, I can return to what I love doing and enable new 
opportunities for my team. I’ve known Pat and Chris for many years, and I feel that we 
have similar sensibilities in our approaches to design, marketing and management. When 
I decided to find someone to assume operations of Neunaber Audio so that I could return 
to full-time product development, Quilter Labs was top of mind. Fortunately, they were 
also looking for someone like me to expand their design team.” 

Following up, Pat Quilter remarked, “As many thousands of happy Quilter Labs 
customers know, in retirement I have returned to my original passion of making high 
energy guitar and bass amps. My long career designing power amps at QSC Audio, 
which evolved from our guitar amp beginnings, have left me with a deep toolbox of 
analog power technology. More importantly, I have access to the vintage amps whose 
tone we all know and love, and I know how to unleash the same warmth and dynamics 
using modern lightweight circuitry. I am familiar with Brian Neunaber’s work, both at 
QSC and in his own company, and I look forward to combining our skill sets to bring 
together the best of both worlds – analog warmth and digital versatility – in easy-to-
operate devices that fulfill our mission to Make Music Better.” 

https://guitarpr.com/
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About Pat Quilter and Quilter Labs: 

After decades of developing top-line QSC products, Pat had become a world-class 
designer of compact, high-power amplifiers. The final years of Pat's QSC career saw his 
mastery of Class-D technology, the third wave of power technology that would replace 
traditional solid state, just as solid-state had replaced tube amps, except in the guitar field 
where tube amps continued to be respected as having the best and most natural tonal 
properties. Having built tube amps, Pat was well aware of the properties that they brought 
to the game. As a veteran of analog design, he could see what it would take to duplicate 
the behavior of tubes, but using modern, high efficiency, lightweight technology to 
design an amp that would serve the needs of musicians better than anything else on the 
market. 

About Brian Neunaber and Neunaber Audio: 

Coming from an engineering background, Brian Neunaber—the company’s founder—has 
grounded their mission in modern, highly technical excellence. Their products are the 
result of research, development, and intentional sonic engineering. They pursue sonic 
perfection, even at the cost of breaking industry norms. Their products deliver practical 
and intriguing sounds to a diverse range of musicians—from those whose desire is to 
effortlessly plug-in and play to those who need a more versatile platform to sculpt their 
ultimate tone. They believe that making great products is the best marketing strategy, and 
they rely on happy customers to spread the word. 

For more information, visit: 
https://www.quilterlabs.com/  
https://neunaber.net/  

Media Contact 

John Meza 
714-519-6114 
john@quilterlabs.com  
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